Sanders County 4-H Fashion Revue
Score Sheet
4-H Member Name
Age

Years in 4-H

Years in 4-H Clothing Project

Garment
PRESENTATION: 50%
Excellent______ Good______ Needs Improvement______
I.

GARMENT
Appropriate to individual figure
Suitable for occasion/activity
Smooth, becoming fit - appropriate to design
Appropriate accessories, i.e., shoes, jewelry, hosiery
Clean, well-pressed

Comments:

II.

INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT
Well-groomed appearance, i.e., make-up, hair, hands & nails
Poised, communicates verbally and through body language,
i.e., eye contact, hands, positive manner
Presents garment in a positive manner

Comments:

CONSTRUCTION: 25%
Excellent______ Good______ Needs Improvement______
Comments:
Fabric appropriate to garment and project skill level
Smoothly and securely sewn - pucker-free
Construction methods appropriate to garment and fabric, including
machine tension, use of interfacing, hems, seam finishes
Inner construction “invisible” from outside
Closures smooth and applied correctly
Notions and decorative detail appropriate to fabric and garment
Appropriately pressed

*INTERVIEW: 25%
Excellent_______ Good______ Needs Improvement______
Comments:
Shows growth in clothing knowledge and skills
Shows growth in understanding of the importance of fashion;
increased participation in fashion-related activities
Evidence of sharing clothing knowledge and skills with others
Evidence of leadership development, citizenship & community service
FINAL SCORE__________
*Member’s record book will be available for judges to review.

Sanders County 4-H Fashion Revue
Cloverbud Participation Sheet
4-H Cloverbud Name
Age

Years in 4-H

Years in 4-H Clothing Project

Garment # (if member is entering more than 1 garment)

PRESENTATION:
II.

GARMENT
Appropriate to individual figure
Suitable for occasion/activity
Smooth, becoming fit - appropriate to design
Appropriate accessories, i.e., shoes, jewelry, hosiery
Clean, well-pressed

Comments:

II.

INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT
Well-groomed appearance, i.e., make-up, hair, hands & nails
Poised, communicates verbally and through body language,
i.e., eye contact, hands, positive manner
Presents garment in a positive manner

Comments:

CONSTRUCTION:
Comments:
Fabric appropriate to garment and project skill level
Smoothly and securely sewn - pucker-free
Construction methods appropriate to garment and fabric, including
machine tension, use of interfacing, hems, seam finishes
Inner construction “invisible” from outside
Closures smooth and applied correctly
Notions and decorative detail appropriate to fabric and garment
Appropriately pressed

*INTERVIEW:
Comments:
Shows growth in clothing knowledge and skills
Shows growth in understanding of the importance of fashion;
increased participation in fashion-related activities
Evidence of sharing clothing knowledge and skills with others
Evidence of leadership development, citizenship & community service

